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Abstract.  Among  many  outstanding  problems  in  flight  control  system design  for  Air-breathing 
HyperSonic Vehicles (HSVs), one of the most challenging is to account at the same time for the 
constraints on the control inputs and the stringent limits of vehicle operability at hypersonic speed. 
This talk considers the incorporation of limits of operability of the scramjet engine in a previously 
developed adaptive guidance and flight control architecture for a 6-DOF model of a generic  air-
breathing HSV. A dynamic reference management is presented for the adaptive inner-loop module 
of the flight controller that provides tracking of airspeed reference trajectories. A model-recovery 
anti-windup  strategy  is  teamed  with  a  reference  governor  so  that  feasible  input  reference 
trajectories (which depends on parameter estimates) are provided to the adaptive controller, so that 
convergence to a feasible setpoint for the throttle setting is attained. 
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